
It's time to end the mandates
Both sides have a compelling rationale to end the mandates
and the State of Emergency. It's time to trust the judgment
of the American people.
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A proper informed consent leads to 99.8% of army soldiers
refusing to get vaccinated

Army doctor Dr. Pete Chambers gave an informed consent briefing to 3,000
soldiers. After that briefing, just 6 soldiers wanted to be vaccinated…

Moderna vaccine for kids 6 months to under 6 years doesn't
meet the FDA's own bar

The vaccine slightly drops your child's risk of getting COVID from 0 to 0. It
doesn't meet the FDA's bar for efficacy. I predict the FDA will approve it…

VSRF call Thur Mar 24: Vax mandates and our armed forces

Wow. Check out the insanity in this photos. Face shields and masks and they
are all outdoors. If this isn't mass brainwashing, I don't know what is…

Johns Hopkins Professor Marty Makary won't debate me; not
even on his own terms!

I said I would give him ONE paper in advance and we'd stick to that paper. I
said he can review it for as long as he wants and he could bring as many…

If you expressed interest in my crypto company or investment
fund

If you filled out the form for my crypto company or investment fund that were
described in this post, please also subscribe to the appropriate substack…

If you die from the vaccine, your life insurance company may not
pay out

I've heard this many times. Here's a video on it. What are your experiences
with this?

The final word from Twitter on my account (after 13 years):
we're deleting you and everything you ever wrote

After 13 years on Twitter, I was suspended for life a second time on Feb 6,
2022 and I was just notified today that there is no appeal. It took them 6…
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